Translation of a macroprogram to node-level microprograms is a complex and challenging task for a compiler. Developing of a robust macroprogramming compiler framework poses a unique challenge because users need to create optimized function decompositions, in a modular way, such that they can be composed with other compiler functionality such as optimization and debugging. This differs from most compilers because they typically employ a fixed set of code optimizations for a particular target platform. We present a macroprogramming compiler for MacroLab which has a modular architecture that provides users with a two layer interface: one to tackle user created optimized function decompositions and another to handle low-level compiler modifications. Our results show that the introduction of new decompositions and compiler optimizations can be accomplished with a small number of lines of code and typically written in a matter of hours.
INTRODUCTION
A compiler is responsible for transforming source code into a machine-level binary for a particular target platform, typically a processor or micro-controller. A macroprogram compiler ( Figure 1 ) translates a program describing networkwide operations into node-level actions. It operates in much the same way as a traditional compiler except that the target platform is a system of independent devices. Wireless embedded networks have traditionally relied on programmers to define node-level actions in order to program a system. A macroprogramming compiler allows the end-user to write a high-level application (macroprogram) and it will convert it into relevant node-level actions.
The development of a robust macroprogramming compiler framework poses a unique challenge because users need to create optimized function decompositions, in a modular way, so that they can still be composed with other compiler functionality such as optimization and debugging. This is a contrast to most compilers because they typically employ a fixed set of code optimizations for a particular target platform. Since our target platform is a wireless embedded network based in the physical world, the type of optimizations and function decompositions will vary according to the environment.
In this paper, we present a macroprogramming compiler for MacroLab [7] which has a modular architecture and provides users with a two layer interface to tackle a need for user created, optimized function decompositions that work well with varying compiler optimizations. This approach can be generalized for other programming abstractions. At a high-level, a user specifies optimized function decompositions as part of a function library. This library contains implementations of common macroprogram functions and can be extended to support any user-defined functionality. The low-level interface allows modification and addition of compiler optimizations or stages. This two interface design allows the compiler to apply existing optimizations such as adding debugging support, allowing heterogeneous hardware configurations, or optimizing for a specific topology, in the presence of new and unknown distributed operations. By separating out the optimized distributed function decompositions from low-level compiler optimizations, we create an expandable and modular compiler architecture.
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. First, we discuss how distributed operations are added to the function library in order to increase functionality. Examples serve to illustrate how easy it is to create these functions. Next, the compiler structure is discussed along with an example that shows how the pieces are put together. Finally, each of these sections is evaluated as a series of case studies that illustrate the effectiveness and extensibility of our approach.
ADDING DISTRIBUTED OPERATIONS
Our compiler relies on a function library which contains all implementations of functions used to write a macroprogram. This is similar to a traditional function library except that each function has multiple implementations. For instance, the calculation of the maximum light value in the network can occur using in-network aggregation or at a centralized location such as a base station. The function library contains both implementations of max. The compiler uses a technique similar to polymorphism to decide among various implementations of a function based on the expected input and output type. In the case of macroprograms, the input and output types refer to how the data is stored, for instance distributed across the network or at a centralized location. The function library deviates from polymorphism by allowing different implementations to have the same signature. In this case, the compiler decides based on the topology which frees the programmer from having worry about data movement.
The function library is configured as a directory structure (Figure 2 ) where the first level of folders specify the names of functions. These are the available for use in the macroprogram. Within each directory there are either files or subdirectories. First, files following the form f unc * .m specify macrocode functions and contain macrocode that is inserted at the appropriate time during compilation. A second option is a directory that following the form, f unc * . Contained within these directories are node-and base-specific implementations. A file sig.m contains the function signature which specifies a function name, typed input parameters, and a typed return result. This file is used by the compiler to determine when to apply code located within the directory. Unlike macrocode, the rest of the function contains untyped code (microcode) and will be converted into a binary at the end of the compilation process.
Structuring the function library as a set of files and directories makes it easy for the user to extend its functionality. New functions can be added by introducing new directories and filling them with the appropriate files: allowing the introduction of both macrocode and microcode. If the programmer desires, the function library can be customized for particular network scenario or modified to ensure that the Figure 2 . Function-library directory structure: First level directories specify function names while second level directories and files provide implementations. current deployment will execute efficiently. Over time, our function library will grow and the capabilities of systems built in MacroLab will increase.
To illustrate the capabilities of our function library, we will examine three different implementations of the mean operation. First, we will look at a macrocode example. Next, base-station specific code will be examined. Finally, nodespecific microcode is shown.
Macrocode -We will examine each mechanism starting with macrocode specific functionality. For example, this code
is a macrocode implementation of the mean operation. The first line specifies the return type, function name, and all parameters with associated types. In this case, there is a single distributed value. Line 2 assigns the distributed vector to a centralized vector which causes messages to be sent between nodes. The last line computes the mean and returns the result in a centralized form. Both assign (line 2) and mean (line 3) are not primitive functions and refer to code located within the library. The mean operation in line 3 is not a case of self-referencing code because the data type of the input parameter is different.
Base-station code -Another category of code that is stored within the function library is base-station specific microcode. For example, this code temp ( end +1) = value ( i ) . data ; 5 end 6 tempMean = mean ( temp ) ; 7 result = MacroElement ; 8 result . data = tempMean ; 9 result . nodeID = -1;
illustrates a mean operation; however, it is written as Matlab code. This is because our base-station is based on a Matlab interface. The only typed variables are located in the function definition and are for identification of the function signature. Types are removed in the final version of the code through an in-lining process.
Node-specific code -The final category of code within the function library is node-specific microcode. It is written as a subset of Matlab called Embedded Matlab (EML) and can be transformed by existing compilers into C-code that we utilize on motes. The same mean operation is shown 1 function result = mean ( value ) 2 result = zeros (1 ,2 , ' uint16 ') ; 3 tempMean = uint16 (0) ; 4 count = uint16 (1) ; 5 tempMean = value (1 ,2) ; 6 for y = 2: MAX_NUM_NODES 7 if ( value (y ,1) >0) 8 tempMean = tempMean + value (y ,2) ; 9 count = count + uint16 (1) 10 end 11 end 12 myID = uint16 (0) ; 13 myID = eml . ceval ( ' getID ') ; 14 result (1 ,2) = tempMean / count ; 15 result (1 ,1) = myID ;
and unlike the prior examples, it contains no type information within the header. All of this information is contained within the sig.m file. This version of the function operates over a neighbor vector as an input parameter (value) and produces a distributed value (result).
Having a function library that contains all three types of implementations allows the compiler to decide on a data representation for a particular scenario. This flexibility is how application efficiency is achieved. The compiler has the ability to adjust these data representation to work around particular scenarios where functionality is missing from the library.
ADDING COMPILER FUNCTIONALITY
The first version of the MacroLab compiler was implemented as a simple code translator in the manner of early macroprogramming systems. This enabled development of a compiler in a few lines of code (1470). This was a proof of concept implementation. Version 1 has the downside of being very difficult to extend as separate translation rules have to be written for all possible source to binary mappings. This resulted in it supporting a very small class of applications.
In version 2, we extended the compiler (7437 LOC) in the spirit of CIL [11] . This enabled easier code modification through CST modifications which increased the class of applications the compiler could support. It also allowed the compiler to be extended easily. Version 3 of the compiler cleaned up the source code by defining interfaces between modules in a consistent manner so that the compiler could be released for others to use and modify. This resulted in a reduction in code size (6390 LOC) as certain modules became more reusable. Clear interface definitions allowed the concept of stages where extensions to the compiler could be made by the addition of a stage instead of having to modify the code in various modules. For instance, the compiler was extended to support debugging by porting our existing code into a single stage with fewer than 50 lines of code in approximately 3 hours. The majority of this time was spent understanding the new infrastructure and figuring out how to utilize the stage system.
The compiler is composed of stages: classes that perform an action relevant to compilation. A stage could read infor- A compiler is implemented by wiring together stages to form a configuration (Figure 3) . Implementing compilers as a configuration of dependent stages allows their capabilities to be dynamically changed by including or removing stages. For instance, debugging can be enabled by adding its stage using a command-line switch.
A dependence graph is constructed by reading a configuration for stage dependencies and executed in a breadth-first manner. This allows as many stages as possible to be executed in the event of a stage failure, allowing the failure to be localized more precisely.
A common operation in the execute method is the manipulation of AST nodes. The compiler framework makes AST manipulations easier by providing an AST walker that can be used to traverse an AST. It uses an extensible class named visitor that has methods to manipulate all possible AST nodes. Classes derived from visitor can override these methods in order to process nodes encountered by the walker. The compiler framework also provides the ability to search for AST sub-trees using a structured search.
The structured search is carried out by defining the subtree to be found. For instance, the following structure defines a search for all string constants in the code: To illustrate the capabilities of our compiler framework we show how the visitor class and stages are used to translate binary operations. Many stages are relatively easy to construct as a series of modifications to an AST. The first stage during the compilation process is to change all binary operations, such as A = B + C, into function calls, such as A = add(B, C), allowing the compiler to utilize user provided function implementations. This stage instantiates a visitor class named Binary Operation Visitor, then traverses the AST using the AST walker in order to modify all binary operations using the overloaded visitor.
EVALUATION
Our evaluation of adding distributed functions and compiler functionality is expressed as a series of case studies. First, we will show how to add new methods into the function library and examine the three major types of functions that can be written. Second, we explore the addition of two new modules into the compiler infrastructure: debugging and heterogeneity support. These modules were each written in less than a day. Each case study will showcase the ease with which extensions have been made to the infrastructure.
Adding New Distributed Operations
Because of the many ways data can be represented within a wireless embedded network, operations can be carried out in different ways. In some cases, it makes sense to write macrocode in order to transform the data storage location into something that can be processed by microcode. Other cases allow for the microcode to be written directly. The typing associated with each implementation allows the compiler to determine the appropriate implementation. Figure 4 shows the distribution of functions in the library in terms of lines of code. The average size of existing functions is five lines of code. The most complicated function of Table 1 show some example functions in the library. The mean function, for instance, has four implementations depending on input and output types.
Adding New Compiler Functionality
We show how the compiler was extended with two case studies. The first case study describes how the compiler was extended to support the MDB [15] debugger. The second case study describes how the compiler, which initially supported only homogeneous networks, was extended to support heterogeneous devices. Table 2 lists the sizes of some of the major functions in the compiler infrastructure and the sizes of the stages that composed the MacroLab compiler. The lines of code illustrate the module complexity.
Debugging
While we implemented support for the MDB [15] debugger, the compiler can be extended to support any other debugger equally easily. Modifications to the compiler include debugging support which involves inserting functions into existing application code in order to cause debugging logic to occur.
MDB is a replay debugger which requires logs to be collected of all variable writes and all executed lines of code. This is accomplished by inserting a new statement between all existing lines in the AST. These lines follow a simple template that tells the system to store what the last written variable is or the current line number (obtained from the annotations to the AST). The inserted line of code is a function in the library and later, during the code generation phase, appropriate microcode is inserted to properly log the data.
This approach is not restricted to logging data and more general debugging approaches are possible. Instead of just storing the data to flash, the inserted function could include options to control the execution of the application. Enabling traditional debugging commands such as start,stop, step, breakpoint and conditional breakpoints. The compiler inserts an appropriate trampoline to transition execution into the debugging code.
Debugging support is a highly desired feature for distributed systems and especially important in wireless embedded network systems. The large number of devices and numerous data sources necessitate a set of debugging tools.
Compiler support for debugging is key when making code transformations. Managing and mapping code transformations makes it easy to incorporate debugging support. We foresee may other debugging techniques for the future of macroprogramming systems and a compiler that easily allows the inclusion of these techniques will promote their rapid development and introduction into existing systems.
Heterogeneity
One of the challenges with compiling macroprograms is handling heterogeneous hardware capabilities, which is a separate issue from handling different hardware types. Handling this is a job for the microprogram to binary compiler which is outside the scope of our macroprogram compiler. The issue of heterogeneous hardware involves having different sensor and actuator configurations on nodes. It would be erroneous to actuate a temperature sensor on a device that only can sense light values or try to actuate a camera movement on a node without a camera.
A capability list specifies the types of hardware contained on each of the platforms. For example, this file 1 < node > 2 < name > Room Monitor </ name > 3 < sensors > 4 < sensor > temperature </ sensor > 5 < sensor > humidity </ sensor > 6 < sensor > light </ sensor > 7 </ sensors > 8 < actuators > 9 < actuator > lightcontrol </ actuator > 10 </ actuators > 11 </ node > specifies a sensor node called Room Monitor which contains three sensors, temperature, humidity, and light. It also contains an actuator, lightcontrol, which controls the room lights. A capability list is needed for each type of hardware configuration that will be deployed for an application. The compiler produces a set of microcode files for each configuration.
We implemented another stage that reads in the capability lists and processes an AST which generates appropriate code for each configuration. First, we will discuss the general process for how code is eliminated followed by all of the necessary pieces to maintain proper code execution.
Capability lists are utilized as a way to eliminate or restrict which portions of code are placed on each device. We start by processing a user specified macroprogram and eliminate all unnecessary lines of code in order to support the hardware. First, the AST is processed to remove references to hardware (sensors or actuators) not specified in the capability list. This is easily done because our programming abstraction requires the user to create sensor or actuator vectors and utilize the hardware names as part of a configuration. Each line of the AST is processed and if the right-hand side contains any variables that had previously been removed or are not available because of a hardware configuration, it is removed and the left-hand side identifier is recorded. This process is repeated until all possible variables and lines are eliminated and we are left with code containing no missing dependencies or invalid hardware accesses.
This prototype implementation is not without limitations. We are currently working on implementing support the remaining pieces necessary for heterogeneous devices. A number of stages are required beyond a simple line removal algorithm. A control flow graph is necessary and allows the compiler to see how each variable is used. This is complicated because of the way control flow is transfered between separate micro-ASTs. We are concerned about how the program executes as it runs on each node and the system as a whole.
Once a control flow graph is constructed, dependency analysis will be used to eliminate variables that are not part of an actuation. In our case, an actuation is any event that utilizes a variable in order to perform an action. In our macroprogramming abstraction, we are looking for the set of variables that determine actuator events or sent messages.
Unlike most distributed systems, we are constantly dealing with many different hardware platforms and configurations as a targeted system. A macroprogram will be written as if all devices contained all hardware. It is the responsibility of the compiler to properly break down the code and only place relevant pieces on devices.
The compiler presented in [7] supports only homogeneous networks where all the nodes have the same capabilities. Since then it has been extended to support heterogeneous networks. A new stage was introduced to support heterogeneous networks. This stage consists of about 100 lines of code written in a day. This is a 1.6% increase in the number of lines of code. We expect that full support of heterogeneity will require approximately 1000 lines of code for handling the control transfers and actuation events along with a dependency analysis.
RELATED WORK
A number of macroprogramming systems have been proposed over the last few years [1, 5, 9, 10, 12, [16] [17] [18] . They provide various abstractions for networks of devices ranging from a database, group, or data streams. Most of these macroprogramming systems rely on compilers to translate the source code into node-level binaries and the compilation strategies adopted have gotten more complicated as time goes on. For instance, early macroprogramming systems such as Marionette [19] and Region Streams [13] used simple code translating scripts while newer systems such as Pleiades [8] and MacroLab [7] use multi-stage compilers that perform advanced program analysis. As these compilers have become more complicated, they have also become more difficult to modify and extend. Another system only targets node configurations for a data-driven applications [14] . This system only handles node configurations and requires a programmer to provide the necessary imperative processing code. To the best of our knowledge no other compiler provides the ease of extensibility at multiple levels of the compilation process that our compiler does. We believe this is an important feature of any compiler that is targeted towards the rapidly changing field of wireless embedded networks.
In addition to the macroprogramming systems that have been proposed for wireless embedded networks, the field of high performance computing has yielded a number of compilers that allow programmers to write imperative programs which distributed across multiple processors [2] [3] [4] 6] . These compilers differ from macroprogramming compilers by relying on programmers to annotate code to indicate how data and programs should be distributed across devices. While this maybe acceptable for a limited number of homogeneous processors, it is much more difficult on a wireless embedded network composed of large number of heterogeneous devices.
CONCLUSION
Macroprogramming languages make programming wireless embedded networks easier by allowing a programmer to define an application in terms of a high-level programming abstraction and relying on a compiler to translate into node-level binaries. In addition to shielding the programmer from the low-level details, the high-level abstraction of macroprogramming languages provide a compiler the flexibility to optimize how an application executes on a network. Having an easily extensible compiler allows end-users to add new optimizations for their particular deployments or introduce optimizations have not been implemented.
In this paper, we present a modular macroprogramming compiler that is easy to extend. Extensions are possible at two levels: (i) the addition of distributed functions, and (ii) the addition of compiler functionality such as support for debugging. Most end-users would use the compiler as it is but some may want to include additional functions. For instance, controlling a new hardware device such as a camera or additional implementations of a particular function are two such examples. Our compiler makes it easy to make changes by writing a few lines of code in a set of files and saving them in a structured directory. Other users may want to change the actual behavior of the compiler, by introducing new features such as static code analysis and our compiler allows this to be done through stages and associated functionality.
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